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Capability maturity models (CMM) are a
common method for assessing the state
of a business process.
Most maturity assessments are conducted by
specialist consulting firms and provide a structured,
external perspective.
AO’s ability to quantify like-mindedness enables
those running a process, those participating in that
process, and those paying for it, to learn their internal
alignment around its state. These stakeholder’s
opinions can be interpreted to determine where the
process lies on a four or five tier maturity curve – and
where misalignment exists around the level of
maturity.
Applications include a national logistics company
whose procurement function measured their internal
alignment, and compared it with their executives and
their peer departments in operations, finance,
engineering, and other groups.
The alignment measurement identified where the
executives, logistics staff and their peers shared the
same view of procurement’s maturity, and where
procurement’s leadership needed to understand and
reconcile misaligned judgments of its maturity.
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With strong alignment between Marketing, R&D and
Field Operations noted (89), the ensuing continuous
improvement plan of activities required that issues
and concerns raised within Supply Chain
Management and Risk Management (71) be
addressed.

CONSULTANT SERVICES:
Consultative: Creating a pathway in achieving your results
with your business members input and employee observations
of what is key for the benefit of your clients.
Advisory: Bringing diverse perspectives from unrelated industry
operations and processes in seeking new opportunities in
efficiencies.
Collaborative: Alignment optimizations delivers on a full
spectrum of progressively engaging and impacting
methodologies that deliver the results you and your clients
expect.
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